
All timings are Universal Time (G.M.T.). U.K. local time is now the same.

Moon's Phases
First Quarter
Full
Last Quarter
New

April 3d. lEh.39m.* I ld. 06h. 0Em.* l9d.09h l9m.
' 26d. l2h. l6m.

Moon at apogee (furthest from Earth) April l5d. 10h. Diam. 29'5E
Moon at perigee (nearest to Earth) . 27d.16h. ' 33' 15"

The Planets
Mercury : Starts the month as a good early evening object. On the lft. it sets at20.30, 2 hours after sunset. However, it gets earlier
md is at Inferior Coqiunction with the Sun on April20'., when it sets at sunset. It then becomes a moming object, rising at 04.40, l0
minutes before dawn. By the 306 it rises at M.10, 20 mins. before the Sun. Greatest E. elongation, l9o, occurs on the I't. Starting the

nronth in eastern Pisces, it travels 3oE. to a stationary point on the 136., then goes back 6o S.W. to the end of the month.

Mid month Mercury will be mag. 3.0, 10.7" diam., elongation 8o 8.. and setting at 19.45, %hour after sunset.

Venus : A morning object, which it rcmains for the rest of the year. At the start of the month it rises at 04.30, an hour before dawn, and

at the end at 03.20, an hour & l0 mins. before the Sun. Continuing to lie in S.W. Pisces it moves 50 S.E. during the month.
Mid month it will be mag. 4.5, 49" diam., elong. 28o E. and rising at 03.50, an hour and l0 minutes before the Sun.

Mars : Continues to be an early evening object. On the I't. it sets at21.45, 3% hours after sunset, and on the 30fr. again at 21.45, 2%

hours after the Sun. Starting the month in mid Aries, it travels N.E. to enter Taurus around the 11m., ending it halfiray icross it. A total
distance of 23". On the 21il. Mars will pass 37ro S. of M45, the Pleiades open star cluster.

Mid month it will be mag. +1.5, 4.0" diam., elong. 30o E. and setting at 21.50, 2t6hours after sunset.

Jupiter : With opposition on the ?6. it is thc best placed planet, visible most ofthe night. At the beginning of the month it rises at 19.05,

35 minutes after sunset. By the end it rises at 16.20, an hour before the Sun sets, and Jupiter doesn't set until 04.40,2 hours before dawn.

At opposition on the 7s. it will lie due S. at midnight, at an altitude of 34o.

Remaining in southern Virgo, on the l't. it lies 5o N.W. of l't. mag star Spica, Alpha Virg. It moves 4o N.W. during the month.
Mid month Jupiter will be mag, -2,4, 44.1" diam., elong. l72o W. and setting at 03.00.

Saturn I Formostofthemonthitisonlyamorningobject, risingat0l.l0onthe I't.,butaroundthe206.itstartstorisebeforemidnight,
making it a very late evening / morning objcct On the 30u'. it rises at 23.10,3% hours before dawn. Saturn continues to lie in western
Sagitti'ius, cloie to the border witfr Optriuctrus. [t moves a few arc minutes E. to a stationary point on the 66. It then travels back W. a few
rc mins. to end the month only 1.9 mins. W. of where it started.

Mid month Satum will be mag. +0.3, disc diam. 17.4", rings 39.4", elong. I 160 W. and rising at 00.20.
Titan, mag. 8.2, & max. elong. 180". Greatest W. elong. on April 2 & 18. Greatest E. elong. on April l0 & 26.

Uranus : With solar conjunction on the l4d'., it is not well placed this month. At the start it sets at 19.30, an hour after sunset, and on the
14e. at sunset. It then becomes a late morning object, rising at darvn (05.00) on April 16ft., and by the 306. at 04.10, 20 minutes before dawn.
RemaininginS.E.Pisces,ittravelslTroN.E.duringthemonth. Itendsitz%oW.ofthe4.3mag.starOmicron(110)Piscium.
Mid month it will be mag. 5.9, 3.4' diam., elong. 2o W.

Neptune ! A late morning object orr the ld. it rises at 05.00, 40 minutes before dawn. By the 30m. it rises at 03.05, 172 hours before the

Sun. Still in cenfal Aquarius, it moves %o N.E. during the montl\ ending it 20 arc minutes S.W. of the mag.6.2 star 8l Aqu.
Mid month it will be mag. 7.9, 2.2" diam., olong. 43o W. and rising at 04.00, an hour before dawn..

Meteors
Virginids : Active March & April. Maximum on April I I - 12. Two radiants. R.A 14.04, Dec. -09o, ZenithHourly Rate 5o and R.A.
13.36, Dec. -l lo, Z.H.R. 5. Moon very unfavourable - Full on Ilft. Rising at 19.06 on the 116., setting at 06.10 on the 12s. Rising again at
20.10 on the l2s. and setting at 06.31 on ttre 136.

Lyrids : April 18 - 25. Max. April22. Radiant at R.A. 18.08, Dec. +33o., 9o S. of I't. mag. Vega, Alpha Lyr. Culminetion at 02.00.

Altitude 7lo. Z.H.R. 10. Moon favourable. 3 days aftor L.Q., setting at 14.00 on the 22nd., rising at 03.44 onthe 23d.

Deen Slrv Obiects
M81 (NGC 3031) : A spiral galaxy in Ursa Mqior discovered by John Bode n 1774, He noted it as " A nebulous patch, more or less

round, with a dense nucleus". Also found by Mdchain n 1779 and observed by Messier in 1781. M81 is seen nearly face-on at a distance of
5 million L.Y., twice as far as M3l. Its diam. is 90,000 L.Y., with I mass of 250 billion Suns. The first spiral to reveal signs of its rotation,
whenMuWolfexamineditspectoscopicallyandcalculatedthatitsedgewasrotatingataround300km/sec. Itsangularsizeis2T'x14'and
integratedmag.6.g. MSlis thebrightestmemberofagroupofatleastl0galaxies,whichincludeNGC2366,2403,29T6,30TT&[C2574.
To find it, go diagonally N.W. across the bowl ofthe'Plough'from Phad (Gamma) to Duhbe (Alphe) and continue a similar distance (10')
and slightly North to M81. R.A. th. 55.6m., Dec. +690 04'.

M82 (NGC 3034) : An irregular galu<y, probably a badly disnrpted spiral seen edge-on. Found by Bode at the same time as M81 . His
description "A nebulous patch, very pale, elongated*. Noted by Messier in 1781, who nrote "Nobula without s star near the preceding
(M81), both appearing in the same field of the telcscope". In 1871 Lord Rosse observed it with the 6ft. telescope at Birr and remarked on its
smnge irregular form. He noted "A most e:<traordinary objccq at least l0' in length and crossed by several dark bands". It is postulated that
some 200 billion yea$ ago M8l passed close by and its much greater mass (about 5 times M82's) created the disruption. There is still
intense activity evident, particularly at infia-rcd which make M82 the brightest known galary in this respect. At a similar
distance from us as ME1, its diam. is around 16,000 L.Y., with an apparent size of I I'x 4', and an integral mag. of 8,4.

M82 lies 38'N.N.E. of M81. R.A.9h.55.8m., Dec. *69o 4l'. Arthur Davis Marchz}l7
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ME1 (NGC 3031) & M82 (NGC 3034) 0.6 deg. N, of it, in Urea Major


